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Biohydrometallurgy is an emerging technology for metal recovery from secondary resources.
Based on well-established know-how from copper-ores refinery and precious metal
biomining, the microbial assisted leaching offers new opportunities for heavy and precious
metals recovery from electronic wastes, end-of-life vehicles, spent catalyst,…Eco-friendly
nature of biohydrometallurgy is supported by mild operating conditions (low pressure and
temperature, reduced chemicals).
The SIMORGH R&D project is an innovative approach implementing “biomass
encapsulation” adapted to “niche resources” e.g. automotive industry wastes which are not
recycled due to low profit with conventional technologies. The development will offer
economical and environmental sustainable alternative to landfill of series of selected poly-
metallic industrial wastes.
The SIMORGH process (System with Immobilized Micro-ORGanisms for Hydrometallurgy, Pat. Appl.

EP2813586A1) has shown its advantages in comparison with planktonic cultures in terms of
biomass protection against harsh medium conditions and in copper recovery efficiency. Encapsulated biomass

(Acidithiobacillus ferrooxidans,

Leptospirillum ferrooxidans and ferriphilum)

The niche resource
treated in this work
is a dust generated
by final
manufacturing of
brake pads for which

annual available amount is estimated in Western
Europe around 10,000 tons with an average
copper content of 10-15% (+ Fe, Mg, Al, Sn, silicon
and rubber-like components).
The bioleaching mode consists in a sequential
batch process: first, ferrous iron extraction by
acid , then ferrous iron bio-oxidation and finally
copper and other metals bioleaching involving
specifically acclimated biomass. The
microorganisms are immobilized at high cell
density by encapsulation in a PVA-Alginate matrix
in order to validate the protective effects and
high biomass advantages on the bioleaching
efficiencies and through maximal pulp density
quantification. The protective effect can be
evaluated by MIC :

Inclusive cell immobilization (encapsulation) is an advantageous
method to enhance environmental biotechnologies: high biomass
density, high metabolic activity, protection against toxic compounds,
(semi-)continuous processes. In the specific frame of bioleaching, the
method has shown long term performance and high ferrous iron
oxidation activity in batch and continuous modes with reported
oxidation rates ranging from 1,89 to 4,6 g Fe2+/l.h.

Advantages of cell encapsulation on copper bioleaching efficiency are
evaluated by a model experiment on pure elemental copper (spherical shots
20+30 MESH) in 2L bioreactors.

Encapsulated mode is compared
with conventional 10% inoculated
culture (107 cells/ml) and with a
“two-step system” involving late
exponential phase culture (108

cells/ml). In abiotic mode (absence
of micro-organisms), initial ferric
iron and operating conditions are
equivalent to biological modes.

Occurring redox reactions leading to copper leaching are:
- Direct oxidation by dissolved O2 (2 Cu°+ O2 + 4H+

 2 Cu2+ + 2H20)
- Oxidation by Fe3+ (initially present at 30% of stoechiometric ratio for total copper oxidation)

(Cu° + 2 Fe3+
 Cu2+ + 2 Fe2+) and subsequently regenerated by bio-oxidation.

Direct oxidation rate can be isolated from pure acidolysis experiment
(Identical system without ferric iron) : 3,9.10-2 g Cu2+/l.h.

Efficiency evaluation of the several biologic and abiotic modes can be made 
through analysis of global copper oxidation rate. 

This comparative study shows - in addition to benefits in continuous process 
development – the superiority of the bio-encapsulated mode in terms of 
leaching kinetics since it provides 27 to 60% time reduction for elemental 
copper bioleaching in comparison with conventional bioprocesses and 70% 
with abiotic pure chemical acido- and redoxolysis.

Copper oxidation 
Encapsulated 

biomass

Planktonic

108 cells/ml

Planktonic

107 cells/ml
Abiotic Pure acidolysis

Global rate (g/l.h)* 1,9.10-1 1.3.10-1 8,2.10-2 5,7.10-2 3,91.10-2

Time to reach 90% 

Cu0 oxidation (h)
19 26 47 64 92
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